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THE TEACHING OF READING AND
LITERATURE
The chief aim of the study of literature
seems to need no lengthy discussion. The
great value of literature is simply its enriching or enhancing of experience, both
through broadening our Ifori/xins beyond
what we can see and touch "at first hand"
and through sharpening our perceptions of
what is immediately about us. It is clearly
necessary that we make sure of gaining not
alone wide and deep, but wholesome and fine,
experiences. There are, then, two parts to
our aim; we must see to it:
First, that real experience is secured
through literature, and not mere reading
of words; and
Second, that this experience is rich
and true and wholesome.
What Experience Is
What do we mean when we speak of the
experiences gained through reading literature? Dr. Dewey has defined experience as
doing something to things and having them
do something to us in return. "When we experience something we act upon it, we do
something with it, then we suffer or undergo
the consequences. . . . We learn something" 1 And this definition is of great importance to us.
Unless one does something
The Teaching of Reading and Literature, by
Sterling A. Leonard, is soon to be published by
the J, B. Lippincott Co., and its author here
presents a survey of the field covered. This
book will treat very fully and concretely the
teaching of reading and literature from the
third grade through the high school, and is described as a statement of essential principles,
the chief of which is that "children's reading
should be, always, an achievement of realized,
wholesome experience."—Editor.
iDemocraey and Education, p. 103. (Macmillan, 1917).
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himself, whether to books or to other people or things, there can be no experience.
New realizations are impossible excepting to
one who has already the elements out of
which to make them. Those of us who have
only seen soldiers passing in review can not
possibly picture the horrors and agonies of
warfare; we misinterpret the most vivid descriptions and even pictures, get from them
no sense of actual reality. It is what we
have truly experienced and are thus equipped
to bring to the books we read—our power of
"doing something to" them—that enables
us to reconstruct from them new and freshly
enlightening experiences. This is the operation and the potential value of literature.
What Real Reading Does to Us
Whoever truly reads anything with attention—even market quotations or catalogs—in
some measure widens or deepens his share
of experience. He may be deeply stirred, to
joy or pain, by the fluctuations of rubber
stock, or by desires for power of display in
spending money. Or he may picture in detail
the life he plans to live after the lucky turn
of the market. But it is plain that in these cases
the reader furnishes' practically the whole
picture or feeling. The stock or catalog lists
supply only a cue to start him going.
Yet this is not essentially different from
what even great literature does for us. There
is a difference only in the amount, and not in
the kind, of help that it gives. Of course no
two persons have identical ideas or see the
same pictures in reading market reports; no
two get identical pictures from reading the
story of David or of Odysseus. All the
story-writer can ever supply, as Mr.J.B.Kerfoot expresses it, is much like the printed
sheet of instrumental music or the orchestra
score.2 A great deal of training is required
before we can make anything out of it, and
even then our interpretations differ greatly
according to our variations in genius and tem2

How to Read- Cb. I and II.
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perament and according to our variations in
former experience.
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sunlight in the court where the marquis stood
by the sundial, or the fircglow in the great
dining room; we may smell and taste the
The Values of Literature to Various People
roast and broiled meats. We may hear the
The whole question of the value of liter- click of swords and in some degree feel even
ature to any one is simply a question of what the sensation of keen sword-thrust and the
happens inside him when he reads it. It is quick gasp of dismay at the fatal end of the
altogether a matter of its effect on him. Now, duelling. How it is possible for us to do
the effect of a piece of writing may be either things so remarkable—even roughly and inof two altogether, different sorts:
correctly as we all do them—how we can
I. It may be a mere arousal of one's emo- see abbeys, and hear sounds of Roman wartions about nothing in particular, simply be- trumpets, and know quite cordially persons
cause they have been often aroused by the that are far beyond our horizons of possibilsame stimulus before—as when the popular ity—this we shall take occasion to discuss at
novelist or "sob-story" newspaper reporter another place. But we all do know that it is
plays on feelings by using commonplace con- possible, because it does happen to us. After
ventional phrases like a lover's heartbreak reading Captains Courageous we are sure
(you remember Rosalind's "Men have died 'we have had about all the sensations of being
and worms have , eaten them—but not for aboard a fishing smack tossing off the Grand
love!") a foreclosed mortgage;3 a mother- Banks; if we happen later to meet this
in-law's death; or "ruthless and despotic op- experience actually, we are aware of a strange
pression." These stock 'phrases have no real familiarity. And we know Mr. Pickwick
meaning, based. on their own experience, to and Becky Sharp—can picture what they
nine persons in ten; but they can always be would say or do in this and that situation—
counted on, because of the experiences of quite as intimately as we know many of our
mankind in general or because people are al- own family, more intimately than we do
ways early instructed to sob or laugh at them, most of our acquaintances.
to stir up vague splurges of feeling. Of course
It is this, primarily, that we shall
this also is, in a sense, experience. Every- mean
when
we speak of experiences
thing, in a loose sense, is experience. And gained
through literature.
We shall
such.,cheap emotion is about idi that the mass never mean emotion without concrete
of readers of popular stories are capable of sensations back of it—without, that is, things
getting from literature. But it is not a real or persons seen, sounds heard, tastes, odors
"doing something to things and suffering the and the like "sensed." For these perfectly
consequences".; it is, merely allowing the real matters that we can sense-^-m the good
worn channels of sentimentalism to be deep- dialect, expression—do in fact underlie all
ened, until soppy emotion about nothing at achieving of experience whatever, either withall, or nothing real, floods the entire place in or beyond our. direct range.
And it is
where iptellect might otherwise be aided to equally true that every sense impression cargrow. We shall avoid using the word ex- ries with it either pleasure or pain; from real
perience' in. this lowest, explosive sense in experience something of feeling or emotion is
the present study.
inseparable.
2. In quite another sense, the effect of true
literature may be an actual reconstruction— Experience of Thoughts and Ideas
more or less full and detailed, and different
Much beyond sense-impressions is of course
of course with different persons—of sensory
presented by literature. Its service is not
impression somewhat like those the writmerely the suggestion to us of sensory exer himself had and tried to suggest.
periences, but also the transference to our
In reading Henry Esmond we may
minds of an author's ideas or interpretations
really see, in a distinct picture, the
of what we perceive. For we cannot have anyruffles and patches, and ribbons of the cosreal experience without thinking'about it. But
tumes; we may feel on our bodies the warm
often'est, instead of seeing new ideas starting
3
Mr. Stephen Leacoek plays cleverly on out of what we see and hear, we are too likethese themes in his "Nonsense Novels."
ly to seize upon the same old ideas that we
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have had many times already, and think them
again. It is the great service of the makers
of literature that they see fresh and new relations in what presents itself to our senses,
and that they present these relations in a simple and vivid way which we can understand.
And again, they feel differently, not in the
old conventional ways, about things. Mr.
George Bernard Shaw made a unique contribution to many people's ideas when he
wrote; "Don't do unto others as you would
that they should do unto you; your tastes may
differ."4
In ways like this our experience is enlarged, not alone in the gaining of new senseexperiences, but in the realm of ideas also. It
is necessary, however, for any such enlarging of ideas, to go back to a basis of real sensory impressions. Nobody really grasps and
understands the meaning of the new interpretation which President Lincoln put upon the
consecration at Gettysburg who has not, close
behind the words in his thought, a rich store
of pictures, sounds,, and tense feelings of
scenes in the Revolution and the Civil War
—the suffering at Valley Forge, the wild
raid and repulse of the last day at Gettysburg field. Those scenes, so far as one has
them, bring their inevitable emotion and interpretation; with this we can understand
what Lincoln meant. Without such equipment his words, though beautiful in style or
sound, are meaningless. Only in proportion
as we supply similar elements of sense-experience with which to do something to a
book can it do anything to us in return. But
in the measure that it meets and fulfills our
possibilities—enhancing and building upon
the real experiences we have had and the
ideas we have already built upon them—a
book may suggest such entire reconstructions
in our thoughts that we look up from it with
new eyes for all our friends and relations and
for the experiences of everyday.
The values or contributions of literature,
then, lie in its suggestion of such matters as
we, in memory and with the aid of imagination, can see and taste and handle. Out of
this concrete experience—never, in real and
genuine literature, independently of this—
there arise in us new ideas or understandings,
and new feelings or emotional attitudes. But
4Maxims for Revolutionists, in Man and
Superman.
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the basis of all is actual concrete experience.
In possession of this, we can dramatize, with
the aid of memory and its alchemic reconstructor, imagination, both old and new scenes and
actions. But we can put into this dramatization
only the persons and settings and properties
that we already have on hand.5 It is absolutely impossible for us to reconstruct devil
or fairy, villian or heroine save with materials of our past experience. The usual
demon has a goat foot, a spear-barbed tail,
horns, and red tights.
Thus, instead of treading over old and
worn ways, like crones cackling at their
threadbare stories, we set foot on new paths,
see as with fresher eyes into strange prospects, and can not develop new ideas, feel
differently toward fate and fellowmen. The
distinction between this real experience and
the futile, or oftener harmful, stirring up of
stale, hectic, and baseless emotions—that distinction is fundamental to all the discussion
in this study of literature teaching.
A Restatement of Our Aim.
In the light of this discussion we can
reconsider very briefly the aim or purpose
of teaching litlerature. Its aim, we have
proposed, is simply the broadening and enriching of real and true experience. Whatever helps us to live in realization of sides
and phases of life that are new to us, or ro
get a fresh and honest perception of the old,
is worth-while in literature. Whatever merely stirs turgid and futile, sentimentalized
and exaggerated emotion, without suggesting
concrete, sensory experience as a basis for
idea and for feeling, is false and potentially
vicious; we must learn to put at its own slight
value all writing of this sort.
Provided we insist on concrete and true
experience, we are so far safe. For adult and
widely experienced persons who are able to
balance one view of a bit of life against another, and so attain a sort of perspective—a
measurable seeing life whole—no further
criterion is perhaps necessary. But not all experience is equally worth while, for young
people at least; adult meditations on death
are unquestionably morbid ideas in the minds
of boys and girls,6 the usual discussion of adult
5J. B. Kerfoot, How to Read, Chapter II.
6 See the chapter "The Death of an Old
Dog" in Mr. W. H. Hudson's Far Away and
Long Ago.
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love, for young people below college or at least
senior high school age, is, because of their
lack of real experience and understanding,
badly misleading; they follow the wrong cues
and go the wrong paths. And whereas a
vivid delineation of roadway filth may be
amazingly real and true, we may be pardoned
for not liking it or referring children to it.
Especially since literature must give by
no means a complete view, but only a small
cross-section, or "slice of life," it is always
liable to give falsei perceptions and allow
pernicious conclusions to those without a wide
experience to balance with it. In particular,
many a book gives the impression that evil
and anti-social practises—greed and sharp
exploitation, for example—have other consequences than they actually do have in the
long run and in affecting large numbers of
people. We see but foreshortened details in
the picture and misjudge its perspective. It
is equally true that other stories with a moralizing purpose distort more badly by leading
us to assume that narrow puritanic precepts
are as unerring in their truth as the fundamentals of natural law. So the popular exhibition of a shrewd thief, "Get-Rich-Quick
Wallingford,"7 shows only the glaring
light of a rocket and not the destruction and
misery spread by its escaping flame; and they
are only the more objectionable because of a
silly bit of repentance and promised reform
intruded at the end to satisfy moral requirements.
Stories like those of Mr. R. W.
Chambers, that portray ostensibly strong and
heroic men and idealized, lovely women as
without the least moral or emotional control,
but give no glimpse of the resulting atrophy of
self, or of the social calamity that springs
from such roots, are of course still more pernicious.
Perhaps quite as actually misconstructive
of reality in the unwary reader's mind is the
distortion into universal law of the idea that
unseeing optimism and missionary interference with other people's affairs are fruitful
of invariable and untold good, as in Miss Porter's impossible Pollyanna narratives or
Mrs. Burnett's The Dawn of Tomorrow. The
service of Ibsen in the Wild Duck, and of
George Eliot and Thomas Hardy and George
Meredith, was mainly in demolishing such
tin The Saturday Evening Post.

pretty, pernicious conceits and presenting
consequences as they do really flow from sensible and right and also from blind or evil
deeds. We all need vigorous exercise to sharpen
our senses, and not dreamy or opalescent veils
between us and reality. There is, perhaps, in
mystical and rather elusive expressions of
beauty—sometimes in Yeats or Maeteriin:k
—a real emotional experience unlinked with
actuality before which we effect a "willing
suspension of belief" and of criteria. But
generally, I think, one had better look twice
to see that he is not here befooled into rant
and uncomprehending appreciations sometimes
associated with women's clubs.8
For
selection of children's literature, at any rate,
a resolute demand for truth and reality is
safe and sensible. We need particularly to
guide our pupils to literature that helps them
tighten their hold on reality, and increase
their sense of true social values. Of course
no one should suppose
that humor and
whimsy are here condemned. They do not
attempt to pass for truth, but frankly for the
joyful absurdities they are.
Literature for Children
We need, then, to examine carefully the
literature we decide upon as suitable for young
people. It is not enough that it be classic and
widely recommended in reading lists for
schools. We are personally responsible for
seeing that it is true and wholesome—true in
this largest sense of giving a right idea of relations between people in actual life, and between acts and their consequences according
to natural law and social conventions. There
is nothing irreconcilable between imaginative
or romantic literature and the presentation
of such truth. All really great writing is
great by virtue of its truth, not to historic or
other irrelevant fact, but to human nature
and to natural law.
We shall see later that there is much cause
to quarrel with many books selected for school
and home libraries and reading lists. The
makers of these lists have been too often timorous or slothful, repeating old and bad
choices and neglecting to explore for fine and
new ones and to prove all things. We are all
liable to distrust what some one else has not
8For example, Mrs. Wharton's clever story
Zingue.
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stamped with approval. We hesitate to judge
a book for children from our own testing and
from our observation of children themselves.
On the other hand, any book that has once
appeared on one school list, no matter how
unsuited and inferior, goes marching triumphantly into most of them. We have no right
to admit books that we do not ourselves know,
or at least receive on first-hand knowledge
and testimony that we can thoroughly trust,
based on valid criteria of values. And our
chief criterion must be the reality and the
wholesome truth of the experiences presented. To this, I contend, all other questions
must be resolutely subordinated.
The ubiquitousness of the average popular newspaper and magazine is naturally a
cause for still more disquiet. For the great
bulk of such writing is neither decently wholesome nor true. Any one who has heard the
reading aloud or the minute discussion, in
average American homes, of horrid murder
and scandal items from the evening Journal,
knows something of the state of literary taste
and of ideas about human beings and social
and other relations in those homes. And you
must remember that your own home is neither
average nor typical. Less than fifteen per
cent of those of school age in the United
States even enter high school; the level of
literacy and of ideas is of necessity below
that of the people we teachers know best. It
is our business in the teaching of literature,
in the high schools and even more particularly in the grades, to develop standards which
will replace this sort of thing by real enjoyment of true and wholesome literary experience. All that this might mean in enhanced
sanity and clarity of outlook on life and human associations is almost beyond belief. No
other contribution of knowledge or of power
is, I think, comparable with it.
It is the purpose of our study to discuss
ways and means of developing in children
such powers of reading and such realization
of literary values as will bring about results
like those we have been considering.
We
shall find it necessary, first to explore the
actual abilities of children in reading, in power of realizing literary experiences, and consequently in taste and perception of values.
It is equally needful, in the second place,
to discover what powers and appreciations
we must expect of the teacher of literature
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who is to succeed in guiding this highly complex and significant development that we desire. In doing this we shall find it necessary
to assess and compare with the necessary
standard the actual level of attainment of
representative teachers in literary knowledge
and in appreciation.
After the questions of children's and of
teacher's literary equipment have been considered, it will be possible to discuss in the
third place, the sort of reading matter with
which we may desire to have children grow
familiar. We shall build here upon our observation of what we actually find children
reading and on our knowledge of their individual "original equipment" of instincts and
capacities. The matter we shall consider in _
this study will consist both of literature proper—the imaginative reconstruction of experience—and of reading matter chosen primarily for its subject-matter values—books
which give real experiences that are of value
mainly as history or science or art. But it
will be necessary that a book do give realization of experience if we are to include
and recommend it; books of mere knowledge
or information—texts to be memorized or
reference-books to be consulted in distress-—
have no place beside the real broadeners of
concrete and actual experience.
When we have discovered what reading
matter is to be incuded, we are then and
only then in a position to consider methods of
helping children to power of gaining real experiences from what they read. The basic
principle to be discussed here is simple, but,
if really grasped and applied, quite reconstructive of classrooms and procedures. It is
that little is to be accomplished in the teaching of literature through compulsions and
blind authority. Powers and appreciations,
we shall assume, grow best where "wholehearted purposing" is the fundamental condition of work. There is too common a sort
of literature lesson which consists of memorizing subject matter or wording or dictionary
meanings, or notes, or facts in an introduction. While some of these matters bear a relation to comprehension of what is read, they
are by no means the whole of comprehension they are by no means fitted of themselves to secure that understanding or realization—that actual sensing and living the
experience—which alone has any right to be
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called reading and appreciation of literature.
For more than mere mastery of the words and
sentences is required for real literary experience; one must bring all his past experience
to bear. This greater good it is our business
to secure to pupils in the greatest possible
measure. For this, we can easily demonstrate
to our own full satisfaction, far more is accomplished by a half-hour of whole-hearted living among worth-while experience in books
than by weeks of formal meeting of reading
requirements and study of notes and other
apparatus.
In discussing the actual business of teaching interpretation and comprehension of
what is read, therefore, we need to make fundamental a distinction between two major divisions of the problem:
1. Reading Ability
The mechanics or technique that is
essential to understanding what printed
matter means and getting its sense; and
2. Enjoyment of Literature
Realization and interpretation of literature, which requires having experience and bringing it to bear, by reconstructing and recombining, for gaining
more experiences.
The chief purpose of this differentiation
is to effect a separation between the gaining
of necessary mechanical skills—in word-study
and reference work and the like—and the
more genial and joyful living in and enjoyment of life in books, where one is beyond
the chill reach of technical requirements.
Once one has gained the necessary skills and
made them automatic, he is free to gain wide
and deep realization from literature with no
halt through the difficulties of reading technique.
Sterling A. Leonard

The greatest single causation of retardation is irregular attendance; the greatest
causation of irregular attendance is the withdrawal of children to work upon the farm.—
School Life.

II
SOME NEW KEYS TO THE KING'S
GARDEN
The wide experimentation in the physiology and psychology of reading during recent years, with the resulting body of theories,
is causing a marked restatement of aims in
this, the most important of all elementary
school subjects. This in turn is demanding
advancement in practise, both in methods of
teaching reading and in the texts used. As
a consequence many new texts are appearing
on the market. In looking them over, we
naturally try to formulate a set of standards,
a sort of measuring stick, to judge them by.
First, we are concerned as to the hygienic
considerations. Does the book satisfy the rerequirements in mechanical construction, in
size of type, length of line, and quality cf
paper? Second, we look at the content, or
material. Is it intrinsically worth while?
Does it meet the child's needs in literature
at that particular period of his development?
Does it give him valuable or interesting information ? Is it sufficiently new in reading
texts to warrant its use? Are the selections
arranged in a series of topics, and are they
sufficiently long in the upper grades to stimulate the child to read the book from which
they are taken?
Third, we want to know
that the author has not only thoroughly assimilated the best contemporary thought on
reading, but also that he has arranged a set
of materials which will facilitate getting the
desired results, and has carefully outlined
a set of helps for the teacher so constructive
that they will stimulate her into growth.
The preparation of such a series of texts with
the accompanying manual is not only of
educational value; it has a deep social significance.
For the whole problem of an
educated citizenship is bound up in the ability
to develop power through rapid acquisition
of world experience, that is, ability to study,
or read silently. There has been too little
realization of this fact; we have too long left
our children to struggle alone for entrance
into the king's garden instead of proffering
them the key.

